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Oil ETF Short Positions Surge 300% in Month to Break Pattern

By Thibaud Gery
Short positions in oil exchange-traded funds have surged to records over the last month as crude oil
has plummeted, suggesting both that investors believe prices have further to fall and that when they
do begin to rise, the rebound may be sharp. 
Use the Bloomberg to track positions in ETFs and other funds to gauge investor sentiment about the
direction of oil prices.

Tracking the evolution of ETF investor
sentiment on oil can be tricky because
the change in the total value of each fund
is dependent on the price of oil. More
important is how much oil they hold.
To address this, Bloomberg has
created custom indexes that provide an
approximation of the number of barrels
held by the biggest oil ETFs. 
To find them, type "custom index" in the
command line and chose 'Custom Index
Library' from autocomplete. The shortcut
is { CIX <GO> }. In the 'View' column,
click on 'Global' to load the full library of
indexes. In the amber box at the top of the
'Name' column, enter "oil etf" and hit 'GO'. 

The three key indexes are: { .OILETFSH G Index GP <GO> }, for short positions only  { .OILETFLG
G Index GP <GO> }, for long positions only { .OILETFNT G Index GP <GO> }, for net positions held
by oil ETF investors (A positive number indicates net long positions; a negative number indicates net
short positions. The figures include gearing.)

To generate a graph of the short position index, click on its ticker, type "price graph" on the command
line and then choose 'Line Chart Price Graph' from autocomplete. In the top left corner of the
chart, set the starting date to "01/21/2014" and hit 'GO'. The shortcut is { .OILETFSH G Index GP
01/21/2014 <GO> }. 
In the red toolbar, click 'Edit' and choose 'Securities & Data'. Hit the gray 'Add Series' tab and tick 'to
Panel 1'. In the empty amber box in the 'Security' column, type "oil etf net" and choose 'CIX: oil etf net
positions' from autocomplete. If it doesn't appear, manually enter its ticker: ".OILETFNT G Index". In
the adjacent 'Axis' column, use the dropdown to change the setting to 'Right 1'. 
Next, repeat these steps, and in the empty amber box in the 'Security' column, type ".INVCL1 G
Index" to add a custom index that displays the inverse of the WTI crude future price. Don't change the
'Axis' setting. Then hit 'Update'.
The number of short positions has more than quadrupled since late December, bringing the net long
position back to the lowest since mid-2015.

At the same time, the correlation of the ETF oil net long position, in barrels, to the inverted WTI price
has broken down for the first time in at least four years. In the past, as the price of crude fell, the
net long position increased. Since December, even with oil falling to more than a 12-year low, that
relationship has stopped. Short positions have increased, not longs, as crude's slide has deepened
over the past month.
The outlook for the price of crude, and the impact of the current decline on financial markets and the
global economy, is among the themes being discussed at the World Economic Forum meeting in
Davos this week.
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The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading
Commission's weekly "managed money"
report offers a broader, though less
frequent, view of investor positions as
it includes positions held by all types of
funds, not just ETFs.
Type "crude oil" on the command line
and choose 'Crude Oil, WTI Active
Contract' from autocomplete. Then type
"CFTC" and select 'CFTC Commitments
of Traders Report'. The shortcut is
{ CLA Comdty CFTC <GO> }. From the
dropdown in the top left, choose 'All
Disaggregated Data'.
In the 'Managed Money' section, look
at the 'F&O Commit' (for futures and
options) column and right click on the
number in the 'Short' line. Then chose
'GP-Historical Chart'.

Click the black 'Max' button to extend
the chart to its maximum time period.
Short positions, now at 201 million
barrels, are at the highest since at least
mid-2006, echoing what is happening in
the oil ETFs.

For more information: Davos View on Oil: `Lower-for-Longer' Turning Into Something Worse: { NSN
O19ELT6TTDS7 <GO> } Citigroup Chops Back Commodity Forecasts as Gluts to Last Longer: { NSN
O18ESO6S972D <GO> } Goldman Sachs Sees Oil Bull Market Being Born in Today’s Crash { NSN
O0ZUWX6TTDSE <GO> } Commodity Price Forecasts: { CPFC <GO> } Bloomberg Intelligence
Crude Oil E&P Dashboard: { BI EXPR <GO> }
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